Australian Government
Australian Elsheries Managwnent Authority

July 2019

Dear Torres Strait Finfish Fishery Licence Holder,

Torres Strait Flnflsh Fisherysunset licenceadministrationfor the 2019-20season
I am writingto adviseyou ofthe administrativearrangementsforthe Torres Strait Finfish Fishery
Sunset Licences in the 2019-20 season (1 July 2019 to 30 June 2020).

At its 1 April 2019 meeting the Protected ZoneJointAuthority decidedthat the Total Allowable
Catches (TACs) will be 82 tonnes for Spanishmackerel and 134.9 tonnes for coral trout, basedon
advicefrom the Torres Strait Finfish ResourceAssessment Group (Finfish RAG) and Working
Group.
AFMA wrote to all licence holders on 18 April 2019 providing advice on the agreed TAG limits for

commercial fishing in the Torres Strait Finfish Fisheryfor the 2019-20season. A copy ofthis letter
is enclosed for your reference (Attachment A).

On behalfOfTraditional Inhabitants,each yearsince 2008-09the Torres Strait RegionalAuthority
(TSRA) has leased (temporary transfer) Finfish Fisherylicences, with mackerel and/orcoral trout
catchentitlements, to non-traditional inhabitantfishers. The aim of leasing licences in thisfisheryis
to utilise available catch and maintain mari<etsupply until the Traditional InhabitantBoat(TIB)
licance sector increases its participation in the fishery.
Based on recommendations from TSRA, for the coming season, beginning on 1 July 2019, AFMA

will temporarily transferfive sunset licenceswith a combined catch allocation across all licencesof
62 tonnes of Spanishmackerel, 31 tonnes of coral trout and 5 tonnes of other reef-linespecies
across all licences.

The remaining sustainable catch available to TIB fishersfor the 2019-20fishingseason,
considering reported catches over recent seasons, will be: 20 tonnes of Spanish mackerel, 103.9
tonnes of coral trout, as well as access to other reef-line species (see Table 1).
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Table 1. 2019-20 season commercial Total Allowable Catch limits and available catch amounts for
Traditional Inhabitant Boat Sector and leased amounts to Sunset sector.

Spanishmackerel
reed Total Allowable Catch
Traditional Inhabitant Boat sector

.

Coral trout

82
20

134.9
103.9

Other reef-line
s ecies basket*

N/A
N/A

available catch
Amount leased to Sunset licences
62
31 5
Note the other reef-line species basket Is capped at 30 tonnes per season and applies only to Sunset Licence hoUere.

TIB flshere have access to unlimited take of other reef-line species. TSRA has advised that 5 tonnes out of the available
30 tonnes Itto be leased for the 2019-20 season.

AFMA will provide catch watch reports throughout the season to inform licence holders about
catches against the TAC limits. If required, additional measures will be developed to ensure
catches will not exceed the agreed TACs.
Please note that all catch taken in the Torres Strait Finfish Fishery must be weighed and recorded

by a licenced fish receiver at the first point of landing. A list of licenced fish receivers is available on
the public register of concession holders at: htt ://Www. afma. ov. au/fisheries-services/concessionholders-conditions/.The public registeralso contains details of all commercially-llcenced fishers in
the Torres Strait, including sunset licence holders, and catch allowances granted for each licence.
Ifyou would like further information about the TACs. or any other matter relating to the Finfish
Fishery please do not hesitate to contact the AFMA Torres Strait Office on (07) 4069 1990.

Yours sincerely,

^
Anna Wlllock

Executive Manager
Fisheries Management Branch
Australian Fisheries Management Authority
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Mr. ^
Australian Government
Australian Hahertel Management Authority

DOCREFF2019/0166

18 April 2019
Dear Torres Strait Finfish Fishery Licence Holder,

Fishery licence catch limits for 2019-20 season

I am writing to adviseyou ofthe agreed Total Allowable Catch (TAC) limits for commercial fishing
in the Torres Strait Finfish Fishery (the Fishery) for the 2019-20 season.
At its 1 April 2019 meeting the Protected Zone Joint Authority (PZJA) agreed that the Torres Strait
Finfish Fishery Spanish mackerel TAC will be 82 tonnes and the coral trout TAQ^will be 134.9
tonnes for the 2019-20 fishing season, which commences on 1 July 2019.
In making its decision the PZJA considered advice from both the Finfish Resource Assessment
Group (FRAG) and Finfish Working Group (R/VG) advice (Attachment A).
The Spanish mackerel TAG is a reduction from the present 2018-19 season TAC of 1 15 tonnes.
The reduction is intended to allow the stock ID build in size following recent stock assessments
showing the stock has likely declined. The response is precautionary and seeks to minimise
potential economic impacts on the Fishery.
Spanish mackerel is subject to Joint management arrangements under the Treaty with Papua New

Guinea. At the 7 March 2019Torres StraitTreaty JointAdvisory Council meeting, Papua New
Guinea and Australia declined to enter into catch sharing arrangements. This means Australia
does not need to set aside catches for PNG fishers for the 2019-20 fishing season.
Access to the Fishery is reserved for Traditional Inhabitants who hold a Traditional Inhabitant Boat

(TIB) licence and fishersthat lease annual sunset licencesfrom the Torres Strait Regional
Authority (TSRA), Sunset licences may be held by non-traditional inhabitants and allow for a
certain amount of catch to be taken. TSRA lease sunset licences and catch allowances on behalf

of Traditional Inhabitants. The leasing process for 2019-20 is expected to be completed before the
start of the 2019-20 fishing season. AFMA will further advise licence holders on the outcomes of
this leasing process including the number of sunset licences Issued and total catch leased to these
licences.

AFMA will provide catch watch reports throughout the season to advise licence holders on reported
catches against the TACs.
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Please note that all catch taken in the Torres Strait Finfish Fishery must be weighed and recorded

by a licenced fish receiver at the first point of landing. A list of licenced flsh receivers who can
receive your catch is available on the public register of concession holders available here:
http://www. afma.gov. au/fisheries-services/concession-holders-conditions/. The public register also
containsdetails of all commercially licenced fishers in Torres Strait includingsunset licence
holders.

Ifyou would like further information about the recommended commercial catch limits or any other
matter relating to the Finfish Fishery please do not hesitate to contact the AFMA Office on
Thursday Island on (07) 4069 1990.

Yours sincerely,

Andrew Trappett

Senior Fisheries ManagementOfficer
Ton'88 Strait Fisheries

LISTOFATTACHMENTS
Attachment A - Finfish RAG (13-14 March 2019) and FinfishWorking Group (15 March 2019)
Meeting Record excerpts
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ATTACHMENT A
Excerptfrom Flnflsh Resource Assessment Group Meeting Record, 13-14 May2019
Agenda Item 3 - Stock assessments for coral trout and Spanish mackerel
3. 1 Coral trout assessment and Recommended Biological Catch advice for (fte 20^8-20
season

The PZJA Torres Strait Finfish Resource Assessment Group RECOMMEND maintaining the 134.9
tonne Total Allowable Catch for coral trout for the 2019-20 fishing season.

1. In making this recommendation the RAG noted that the current notional Total Allowable Catch
of 134.91 has been in place since 2008and is based on average catches(TIB andTVH)
between 2001 and 2005.

2. The RAG noted a presentation of the first formal stock assessmentfor Torres Strait coral trout
from DrGeorge Leigh(QDAF)and Dr MatthewHolden (UQ) and welcomed the efforts made
by the team in performing the assessment. The RAG accepted the assessmentas preliminary
noting the stage of development of the assessment and the range of uncertainties within the
assessment. Further peer review and development is recommended. The RAG strongly

recommended that ongoingwori<be undertakento ensurethe assessment can be developed
and made available for future management decisions.
3. The RAG accepted the methodology of the assessment of using biomass estimates from

known Great Barrier Reef(GBR) habitatsand inferring and scalingthese values to Torres
Strait habitatsbased on satellite mapping datato model the population and create an estimate
of abundance.

4. The RAG noted that GBR values were an input to the model together with a catch per unit
effort data series from the sunset licence sector daily fishing logbooks.
5. The RAG noted that although the values used as inputs to the assessment were estimates

from an adjacent fishery and had some uncertainty associated with them, the outputs of the
model were still useful in scaling the present level of effort, risk and catches in the Torres Strait
Fishery.

6. Throughthe preliminaryassessment, the RAG noted that the outputs suggestthat the Torres
Strait coral trout stock is presently healthy with around 80 per cent of virgin biomass available

and that this outcome wasvalidated by advicefrom industry membersthat the stock appears
healthy. The RAG noted that all ofthe model estimates of current spawning biomasswere
above 65 per cent estimated virgin biomass.

7

In considering the available information and likely risks to the stock from recent catch levels the
RAG recommended maintaining the current 134. 91 Total Allowable Catch. The RAG noted that
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the stock assessment once developed, together with an agreed harvest strategy would provide
an effective basis to reconsider the current TAC.

Mode/ methods. Inputs and data

8. The RAG noted that the key inputsfor the Torres Strait model are from eitherthe Great Earner
Reef (GBR) model or Torres Strait catch data and are:
o defined habitat areas (GBR values)
o underwater visual survey data providing a fish density per habitat area (GBR values)

o
o

virgin fish density estimate (GBR estimate)
Catch Per Unit Effort (CPUE) series (from Torres Strait dailyfishing logbook data).

9. Harvest data used in the model shows that In recent seasons catches have been low with

generally less than 501 fished.

10. Two bio-regionsdefined in the Torres Strait model represent most of the Ton-es Strait harvests
with reefs in Region 5 being morphologically similar to the Cairns region in GBR model and

reefs in Region 3 being morphologically similar to the northern GBR region.

^

.

-'-.'-

;;

^. -'.'.^

Figure 1. Map showing bioregions used in Torres Strait stock assessment.
11. The RAG noted:

.

.

.

The model is using only sunset licence logbookdatafor the CPUEstandardisationtime
series. The RAG noted that Region 3 has a smaller proportion of catch and different pattern
of CPUE to Region 5.
Industry advised that Region 3 may have higher carrying capacity then Region 5 but is not
fished as frequently as it is harder to access due to winds, currents and poorer anchorages.

Consequently, Region 5 can normally only befished in calmerweather.
The biggestuncertainty in the model is TIB sector catches with little availabledatafor
assessment.
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Industry members confirmed that the peak reported TIB catches around the year
2004-05coincideswith the period when a non-traditional inhabitantfisherwas
operating in the Fisheryand supporting local TIB fishers(with fishinggear,
processing and buying of product).

The RAG agreed with the methodology to use either Islander freezer data or 4.2
times docket book catch for the TIB sector catch size for each year (whichever is

higher) in the assessment for years where catches were unavailable.
An industry membersuggested that certain years did have low catches of coral trout
due to fishersswitchingto bech de merfishingand lack of supporting infrastructure
due to freezer closures. Industrymembers confirmed that:
Maslg (Yorke Island)freezerwas In operation until around 2009.
Mer(Murray Island)freezerclosed operations in 2010.
2010wasthe last yearrepresentativefreezerdata is availableforthe
assessmentteam withthe Erub(Damley Island)freezeroperating
inconsistently in recent seasonswithfewerTIBfisherstargeting trout.

Coral trout model outputs

12. The RAG agreed that the methods of the assessment are appropriate noting that the values
are being used to inform the assessment are assumptions at this stage of development.
13. The RAG noted that the stock status appears to be healthy with most model mns showing the
stock biomass to be above 65 per cent of virgin biomass.
14. Scientific members advised that estimates generated by the model may be over or under

estiamtes depending on the influence of tidal current flows within Torres Strait. The RAG
noted that Torres Strait is shallower than GBR resfs with strong current flow. Industry members

advised that coral trout generally go off the bite with strong current flow and muri<y water.
15. The model appearsto havesome areaswhere it is not ablefe)fit to available catch data. The
RAG suggested that the period following the November 2001 and February 2002 pre-buyout
investment warning did see an Increase in catch records returned IDAFMA. Industry members
and observers present supported this 'paper-fish'effect in the catchseries and confirmed that
industry were over-reporting catches to build up catch history through this period.
16. The RAG consideredthat an Issuewith assessingcoral trout wasthat a pattern of short-term,
localised depletion (or localised overfishing), followed by movement to a new reef, may act to
maintain an illusion of high catch rates overtime until catch rates suddenlydecline. RAG noted
that area-basedcatch limits can be developed to take accountof local depletion issues. For
example, if a particularzoneof the fishery is known to be more easily accessibleand will likely
represent where the majority of catch will be taken, the likely effort from this zone can be
compared to likely effort from the rest of the fishery. This can then be used to scale a Total
Allowable Catchfrom the wholefisherywith the correct proportion set to befully harvested
from the key zone.

Future work and research needs
17. The RAG noted:
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.
.

a number of suggestions to increase precision in future coral trout stock assessment work.
These will be detailed in the final project report;
that future assessment should analyse species split issues. The draft harvest strategy is

.

likely to recommend the species split to be monitored;
basedon industry adviceon the distribution of catchesof common coral trout, it was
recommended that the southern boundary of the region 5 be moved north to the
Cumberland reefs. As currently demarcated, Region 5 splits key fishing grounds for
common coral trout; and

.

an upcoming FRDCproject on the health of the Great Barrier Reef might result in a
rescaling of habitatareas due to carrying capacitieschangingdue to reefdegradation. It
was noted that the outcomes of this project may haveflowon effects for east coastquota
and the Torres Strait model.

18. The RAG suggested that the most immediate priority to improve data collection and
assessment for the fishery would come from improved catch reporting.

3. 2 Spanish mackerel assessment and Recommended Biological Catch for the 2019-20
season

The PZJA Torres Strait Finflsh Resource Assessment Group RECOMMEND a 94 tonne
Recommended Biological Catch for Spanish mackerel for the 2019-20 season noting a decline in
the stock and a need for precaution.

19. The FRAG noted from the harvest strategy work in 2018-2019, results from an updated stock
assessment had been undertaken by Dr Michael O'Neil. The Spanish mackerel stock
assessment used an annual age-structured model. The assessment uses all available catch-

effort data and fish age-frequencydata. The stock assessment update included an additional
three years of catch data (fishing years 2015-2016, 2016-2017and 2017-2018).
20. The RAG noted that the updated assessment accounted for FRAG advice at its meeting on 1920 November 2018 and intersesslonal advice from a FRAG data sub-group meeting held 20-21

December. The data sub-group comprised all RAG Scientificmembers, QDAF,AFMAand
CSIRO.
21. The RAG noted the results of the updated stock assessment show:

a) Biomass is on a down cycle (decline). The standardised catch rate of legal sized Spanish
mackerel (the abundanceindex), using logbookdata from sunsetfishingoperations, had
declined since 2010-11. Standardised catch rates have reached near historic low levels in

2017-18.

b) The estimated 2017-2018 biomass was between 15% and 45% (815and 845) of original
unfished biomass (Bo) measured in 1940-1941. Four of 39 model scenarios, estimated
biomass in the 2017-2018 fishing season to be below 820. Bso is the Commonwealth

Fisheries Harvest Strategy Policy limit reference point. The RAG consideredthis situation
(4 of 39 scenarios) to be equivalent to the Harvest Strategy Policy guideline for harvest
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stratsgies to ensure stocks remain abovethe limit reference point approximately90 per
cent of the time.

c) Recent fishing pressures are unlikely to be exceeding FMSY. This means overfishing is
unlikelyto be occurring. The biomassdecline may be associatedwith factors other than
fishing.The RAG noted advicefrom scientificmembersthat similar unexplained declines
over the last fourto five years were reported forother Spanishmackerel stocks in Western
Australia, Northern Territory and Queensland suggesting that broader environmental
factors could be driving trends in these fisheries.

22, To guide advice on an 2019-2020RBC, the RAG recommended:
a) Applying a Maximum Sustainable Yield (MSY) fishing reference point on current 20172018 exploitable biomass. This interim management guide recognised that at the status of

the stock, that Beo is not quickly achievable, and the fisheryeconomic/dataneeds. A time to
build the stock to this target reference point still needs to be evaluated with stakeholders as

part of developing a harvest strategy. The RAG noted that the new Harvest Strategy Policy
does not specifyratesfor buildingstocks that are above BLIMand belowSTARS.
b) The equilibrium yield approach is no longerused. Equilibriumyields were previously used
to calculate RBCs. The equilibrium yield approach is only useful if stock is at an equilibrium
reference point or above. Consistent with the Harvest Strategy Policy the recommended

approach is to adviseon yields for current estimates of spawning biomass.
23. Based on outcomes of the stock assessment and applying an interim reference point of FMSY,
the FFRAG recommended an RBC of 941 for the 2019-2020 season. This setting notes a
decline in the stock and need for some precaution. The 941 represents the average over all 39
model-scenarios.

24. Noting there is no agreed harvest strategy in place forthe Finfish Fishery, the FRAG
considered fish-population projections for a range of RBCs to evaluate risks (Figure 2 and

Table 1). Riskwas interpreted as the proportion of scenarios belowB20 in 2029 (as a
percentageof all scenarios). The year2029 was2017 plus three times the averageage of
mature femalefish (4 years) - a standard and accepted approachfor assessingthe timeframe
to guide fishery stock status.
25. The FRAG provided advice on best estimates for catches taken outside of the commercial

fisheryand supported the use of the values shown In Table 2.
OOierpoints discussedon the Spanishmackwvlassessment
26. The RAG noted that based on advice from FRAG 3 (19-20 November 2018) and the Finfish

Data Sub-group Meeting 1 (20-21 December2018)the updated assessment included analysis
of past catchfrom Taiwanesepelagicdrift-netvessels known to be In operation across
northern Australian during the late 1970sand eariy 1980sand guided by investigationsby NT
Fisheries(Northern Territory) on apparent uncertainties about missing older size classfishes.
To accountforthe potential takefrom the Torres StraitSpanishmackerel stock, scenarios in
the model examined inflated harvests of 1001 of Spanish mackerel for the years 1979 to 1 986.

The RAG agreed with the inclusion of these scenarios noting that although the tme amounts of
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these catches was not known, 1001 was deemed an appropriate order of catches for
investigation. The RAG noted that the inclusion of these catches did act to depress the
estimates of stock biomass right through to the present day and that these catches resulted in
a number of scenario runs which estimated the present stock biomass as being below the limit
reference point (BLIM = B20).
Spawning biomass projection for 94 t
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Figure 2 Spawning biomass projections under four different RBC levels.
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Table 1 FRAG anal se of risk rofiles based on model scenarios out uts for four RBC levels

Risk profile

RBC (t)

Interpretation

Number (and per cent)
of runs out of 39
below limit roference

Int BM ln2029*.
"Low"nsk

80

0

Precautionary but some implications
for economics

Balancing for sustainability and risk

Precautionary

94

risk
"Moderate" risk

110

"Hi h" risk

120

3-8^
10 -26

Moderate risk
Unacce table risk

*(B20 agreed interim, 20 per cent of virgin biomass) in 2029 (which is 2017 plus three times the
average age of mature female fish (4 years). Last estimate in 2017 + 12 years (3x4 years).
Table 2 FRAG recommended estimates of Spanish mackerel catches taken outside the Finfish
Fishe
Souroe of
catches
Subsistence catch

Comments

Expected
catch t

10

Based on data from BusSacchi 2013 this value includes total

of catch estimates for Mer, Masig and Erub Islands. The
R/VG agreed in July 2016 that the catch figures from the

(kai kai) by
Traditional

Busilacohi 2008 research are the best estimates of

Inhabitants

traditional take offinfish. While originally reported to AFMA
by CSIRO as 121 this was later corrected to 5. 1551. The
RAG recommended that an estimate of 101 be used for

decision making noting data was only from three islands, the
number of TIB fishing endorsements has increased and
effort creep may be occurring. Noting that anecdotal
information presented at the FRAG by some TIB commercial
reps infers this number generally may have decreased.
Recreational

2

RAG advised that based on the available evidence from

QDAF recreational survey results with a limited number of
Torres Strait households surveyed in 2013, recreational

catches are likely to be minimal but not a 'zero' value. Two
tonnes was used in the assessment noting the confidence
intervals associated with estimate varied up to a total of five
tonnes.

Charter

Likelyto be Available QLDlogbook records showCharter boat line
minimal

catches are low. Logbook records for the period between
1995 and 2014 report a total of 19. 58 tonnes of mixed
species taken from Torres Strait waters.
RAG has advised based on the available evidence from

QDAF logbook data from charter catches are likely to be
minimal.

PNG catch
sharin

PNG-NFA declined to enter into catch sharing arrangements
for 2019-20.
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Excerpt from Final FlnflshWorkingGroup Meeting Record, 15 March 2019.
Agenda Item 3 - Advice on Total Allowable Catches for Spanish mackerel and coral trout
Spanish mackerel tota/ allowablecatchadvice
2. The FinfishWori<ingGroup met on 15 March 2019. Having regardfor the FRAG advice the
R/VGagreed to recommend a Spanishmackerel TAC of 82 tonnes (RBC of 94 tonnes minus
total estimated catch outside the Fishery -12 tonne (10t for traditional (subsistence) fishing

and 21for recreational flshing, Table 2). The R/VG noted:
a) That the recommended TAG balances the need for stock rebuilding recognising the
apparent biomass decline and both modelled and observed CPUE reductions in recent
years, with the need to minimise potential economic impacts on the Fishery. The R/VG
noted that any TAC reduction was most likely to be given effectthrough reducingthe
amount of Spanish Mackerel catch leased to sunsetfishers;
b) Industry members at the WG (all being Traditional Inhabitants) strongly supported the
proposed RBC andTAG reduction in orderto be precautionaryand recognisingthe
importance of the fishery to Traditional Inhabitant livelihoods now and in the future; and
c) Concern that the proposed TAC reduction may reduce available catch information to
support future stock assessments at a time when stock is declining and in need of accurate
assessments (catch per uniteffort provides an indexof stock abundanceand is used in
modelling stock biomass). It was noted that the proposed TAG reduction could reduce the
number of dedicated Spanish mackerel sunset licence operators from three to two. This will

depend on the allocation process of TAC to fishing operations. The RWG noted that future
data needs is an important consideration in setting the RBC and TAC. The stock
assessment scientist advised that a reduction to two vessel operations could still be

analysed in the catch rate standardisation (Identification of dory and skipper data, with VMS
would mitigate the risk). However, irrespective of the number offishing operations (2-5),
the fisherydependencyofthe catch rate data (i.e. the amountoffishing by eachfishing
operation, locations and times) can influence results. Encouragingly, FRAG and R/VG
traditional commercial operators discussed how to improve and supply their catch-effort
data to support the stock assessment process.
Catches outside the fishery
3. R/VG considered available estimates of mortality on the Spanish mackerel stock outside of the
commercial fishery and supported the use of 101 for subsistence take and 21 for recreational
harvest. The R/VG noted that although there was uncertainty associated with these estimates

they were the best available figures to support decision making and there was no rationale to
departfrom using thesefigures.
Cora/ trout total allowable catch advice

4. Having regard for FRAG advice the R/VG agreed to recommend maintaining the 134. 91 TAG
for coral trout for the 2019-20 season noting likely stock stahjs and that recent catches have

been substantially belowthe TAC. Assuming current catch levels remain unchanged, the R/VG
supported maintaining this TAG until it can be reconsidered in light of an agreed harvest
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strategy and stock assessment. The R/VG noted FRAG advice that the current stock
assessment is preliminary.

5. In making this recommendation the R/VGnoted:
.

the current notional TAG of 134.91 hasbeen in place since 2008and is based on average
catches between 2001 to 2005;

.

an initial stock assessment for Torres Strait coral trout was presented to the FRAG and was

welcomed and deemed preliminary bythe RAGdue to its present stage ofdevelopment
and the rangeof uncertaintiesassociatedwiththe assessment;
.

the approach of the preliminary assessment was accepted by the RAG. The approach uses
biomass estimates from known Great Barrier Reef (GBR) habitats using undeiwatsr visual

survey data and infers and scales these values to Torres Strait habitats using satellite
mapping datato model the population and inferabundance;
.

though deemed an preliminary assessment the outputs do suggest that the trout stock has
a healthy level of biomass which is reinforced by industry advice from industry members.
The R/VG noted the preliminary stock assessment indicatesthe spawning biomass is
around 80 per cent of virgin biomass with the lowest model estimate of biomass being
around 65 per cent of virgin biomass.
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